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are going to make an entrance onto the shipbuilding industry by themselves after financial crisis of 2009. These developing 
countries are finding a technical partner or information supplier because they have little knowledge and man-power by 
their own. 
Weight shift of shipbuilding industry is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1. Today, center of weight is being passed over to the 
China and other developing countries. Through the investigation of this trend, it is inevitable that central movement of ship-
building as a manufacturing industry from Korea and Japan to China and the other countries. So, domestic shipbuilding Indus-
tries have to excavate and cultivated new business models in order to keep the shipbuilding competitiveness from the lesson of 
European ship engineering companies, those still have competitiveness in core technology of ship such as a design capability of 
high value product and a special equipment loaded in ship or offshore structure. They are maintaining those key technologies by 
patent barrier. Noticeable example is that domestic shipbuilding companies should pay patent fee (5% of the vessel price) to the 
engineering company of France that own the patent of core cargo containment system of LNG vessel. 
Meanwhile, the competitiveness of domestic shipbuilding technology, let’s have a look at the current status of domestic 
shipbuilding companies and research institutes, is mainly located on the ship production and the shipbuilding management tech-
nology. In fact, several domestic shipbuilding companies such as SHI (Samsung Heavy Industry) and DSME (Daewoo Ship-
building and Marine Engineering) already have entered the export business of shipbuilding IP (Intellectual Property) as shown 
in Table 2. Several cases are sales of enterprise asset such as ship design, production method, enterprise organization, etc. before 
2009. And very currently, the new business model is being evolved to the engineering service including IT since 2009. This 
movement strengthens value creation business area of shipbuilding engineering consulting and services. As a part of these 
trends, several domestic engineering companies are trying to advance into the green-field project (developing a new shipyard 
from the bottom) and the improvement project of current shipyard. Engineering service about shipyard layout design has a great 
ripple effect in that the accompanying projects such as a ship design system, a shipbuilding management system, a shipyard 
operation system, etc. can be obtained.  
In this paper, several previous researches will be reviewed. And, the layout design procedure will be introduced with a case 
study. Lastly, the validation by simulation will be introduced. 
 
Table 1 Weight shift of shipbuilding industry. 
Nation 1940s 1950s 1960s~1980s 1990s~2000s 2000s~ 
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Previous researches of facility layout design 
The research related to facility layout and factory layout has been conducted by Muther (1973) and Chabane (2004). Also 
Benjjafar and Sherikhazadeh (2000), Chabane (2004) and Iveline and Mareta (2007) performed research on the module based 
optimization of the production facility layout. Detail investigation of these theoretical papers can be found in previous paper of 
Song and Woo (2013). 
Previous researches of layout framework 
Then, there came out a systematic shipyard layout design framework with the increase of the new business of shipyard 
construction since the early part of 2000s. Song et al. (2008a; 2008b) have developed shipyard layout design framework and 
adopted a simulation method for the enhancement of proposing framework in an effort to resolve the existing (or traditional) 
method as shown in Fig. 3. This research proposed a framework suit for the shipyard layout design, which overcame the tra-
ditional layout design methodology, and also this framework was embodied as an actual design system with the user interface. 
The proposing framework was also used for the preliminary layout design for the Indian Shipyard with the initial condition such 
as field data, target ship, and target throughput.  
Also, there have been requirements for the new production management method for the strengthening of competitiveness of 
middle-sized shipyard globally. Song et al. have conducted a development of production management system for the analysis of 
production capacity and the optimization of production scheduling for the ship block assembly factory of middle-sized ship-
building company in an effort to satisfy the described requirements (Song et al., 2009b). 
Previous researches of simulation based shipbuilding 
Previous researches about the simulation based shipbuilding were conducted either. From 2001 to 2004, the nationally 
funded ‘Integrated Digital Shipbuilding Technology for Development of High Value-added Ship’ project was conducted by a 
consortium consisting of Seoul National University, Samsung Heavy Industries, and several national institutes. Through this 
project, research on ship production and shipbuilding simulation was widely performed. Several practices for the shipyard 
forecasting system were performed by the modeling of the product, process, resource and planning data into an integrated 
simulation model. Woo (2005) have compiled a comprehensive survey in his Ph.D. degree about the construction framework 
for digital shipyard from this project. And, the commercial application based on above framework was conducted by Song et 
al. (2009a). 
Also, Frensberg shipyard of Germany has been conducting a research for the simulation project for application to the shop 
floor since 2003 and Simulation Toolkit for Shipbuilding (STS) was developed as a result of the project. There came out a 
practice for the fabrication process (Kaarsemaker and Ubald, 2006), and one for the block assembly process planning system 
(Steinhauer and Stephanie, 2006). These kinds of researches have their own significance in focusing on the advancement of 
planning and prediction capability with the application to the actual ship production environment apart from traditional 
simulation approach. 
PROCEDURE FOR SHIPYARD PRELIMINARY LAYOUT DESIGN 
Shipyard layout design 
For the complete design of the new shipyard layout design, tremendous quantities of engineering works are required. Table 
3 shows comprehensive deliverables and working schedule for new shipyard layout design.  
Shipyard preliminary layout design is to make a rough layout about main shops and workstages, that is parts of  I and II 
of Table 3. Main shops are such as fabrication shops, painting shop, outfitting shop, PE workstage, etc. with initial input 
of capacity of dry-dock and the ship construction cycle. General scope of work is to estimate a size of main shops and 
workstages including location optimization with flow, relation and cost. In addition, initial detail workstage planning can be 
added. 
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Validation by simulation 
The validation process of the planned layout is conducted by layout simulation. Layout simulation with actual production 
planning data has to be conducted in order to eliminate an uncertainty caused by many assumptions of layout design.  
CASE STUDY OF PRELIMINARY SHIPYARD LAYOUT DESIGN 
One case study of preliminary shipyard layout design will be introduced. The detail calculation and analysis contents are 
already published in Song and Woo (2013). So, short summary of this research is presented in this paper 
Input and assumptions 
Firstly, required data and reasonable assumptions have to be defined such as geometry of land, block data of target ships, 
planned production capacity as shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Input information for shipyard layout design. 
Input Description 
Geometry of land 
- Geometry condition determines size and shape where each production module will be 
located.  
- The number of dry docks and skid birth is defined. 
Block geometry of 
target ships 
- Block geometry of planned ship of target shipyard is used for the calculation of required 
work area.  
- Average occupying area is calculated by considering all the sub blocks.  
- The area of the other blocks such as sub assembly block, outfitting block is assumed. 
Planned production 
volume 
- Input parameter about production quantity is target planning of object ships w.r.t. maxi-
mum production period. 
- Each number of target ships per year is rounded up for the worst case, where the worst 
case means that the peak level of the shipyard production capacity. 
Planned production 
capacity 
- Production capacity is used for the calculation of the required work area. 
- Production capacity is estimated for each production process. 
Production area calculation 
The stock yard area is calculated considering required plate and profile volume, where the ground pressure that the stock 
area could stand has to be considered. Nextly, the area calculation of cutting and pretreatment shop is followed. Cutting lead 
time per plate is about 1 hr. One cutting machine is able to cut 2 plates at once. The required number of cutting machine is 
calculated with the machine capacity and the steel production volume. Also, pretreatment lead time per plate is about 1/8 hr. 
One pretreatment machine is able to treat 6 plates for 1 hr. Pretreatment machine No. is calculated with the machine capacity 
and the steel production volume.  
Most calculation is all about the bock workstage area calculation. Block workstage is where the any kinds of block is 
produced (assembly) or treated (painting, outfitting, etc.). Area calculation is being conducted using little’s law. The areas of 
painting, outfitting, sub assembly, unit assembly and fabrication are calculated by application of little’s law with the calculated 
time and numbers of the blocks, which is a same procedure with the calculation of the grand block assembly area.  
Table 5 is a summary of all the work stages with appropriate marginal factor in length. This value is for the consideration 
of the additional required area such as road, utility, etc. The unit number is required for the design of the small division of each 
work stage. These numbers are calculated reversely by dividing a final calculated area by the average size of the plate of the 
block.  
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Fig. 9 Block assembly process in assembly stage. 
 
Table 7 Simulation results for grand assembly process. 
Workstage A-6000m2 Workstage B-7800m2 Workstage C-7200m2 
Block 
assembly 
lead time 
and 
turnover 
ratio 
Max. interval 13.2 day 31 day 19.6 day 
Min. interval 0.2 day 0.2 day 0.3 day 
Avg. interval 1.5 day 3.2 day 1.9 day 
Edit. Avg. interval 1.5 day 1.2 day 1.3 day 
Avg. block ton 41.1 ton 88.1 ton 28.1 ton 
Max Avg. Max Avg. Max Avg. 
Workstage 
area 
capacity 
Total block area  3350.01 2553.85 4286.42 3523.01 4314.13 3423.16 
Grand block area  2775.94 1399.99 3258 2090.25 3518.58 1993.51 
Sub block area 2775.94 1144.01 3992.03 1432.75 3283.7 1429.65 
Grand block No. 25 8.09 14 7.92 19 8.42 
Grand block weight 1530 371.68 1228.5 880.79 500 282.55 
Sum Area utilization 58.3% 42.6% 55.0% 45.2% 59.9% 47.5% 
 
This results from the micro simulation measn that there are errors of grand assembly layout or assembly operation strategy. 
The resolve of this problem is out of the range of this paper, which will be treated at next research. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Paradigm shift of the global shipbuilding industry is being accelerated in these days. New shipbuilding business models 
have to be investigated in order to sustain a current competitiveness. One of the new opportunities is an engineering service 
about the new shipyard construction. 
Previous methods or research cases about the shipbuilding layout was not suitable for the professional target because there 
were little considerations about the actual product data and the actual operation time data. Also, there were lacks of the com-
mercial business requirements. In this paper, the shipyard layout design method is introduced based on the actual product data 
and the actual operation time with a reasonable calculation procedure. Also, the commercial requirements from the customer 
are reflected with an appropriate engineering consideration. 
Lastly, the case study about the actual green field project is conducted for the preliminary phase. Also, the results are vali-
dated through the macro and the micro simulation. 
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